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Interconversion between Parallel and Antiparallel Conformations of a 4H
RNA junction in Domain 3 of Foot-and-Mouth Disease Virus IRES Captured
by Dynamics Simulations
Segun Jung and Tamar Schlick*
Department of Chemistry and Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, New York, New York
ABSTRACT RNA junctions are common secondary structural elements present in a wide range of RNA species. They play
crucial roles in directing the overall folding of RNA molecules as well as in a variety of biological functions. In particular, there
has been great interest in the dynamics of RNA junctions, including conformational pathways of fully base-paired 4-way (4H)
RNA junctions. In such constructs, all nucleotides participate in one of the four double-stranded stem regions, with no connecting
loops. Dynamical aspects of these 4H RNAs are interesting because frequent interchanges between parallel and antiparallel
conformations are thought to occur without binding of other factors. Gel electrophoresis and single-molecule fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer experiments have suggested two possible pathways: one involves a helical rearrangement via disruption
of coaxial stacking, and the other occurs by a rotation between the helical axes of coaxially stacked conformers. Employing
molecular dynamics simulations, we explore this conformational variability in a 4H junction derived from domain 3 of the foot-
and-mouth disease virus internal ribosome entry site (IRES); this junction contains highly conserved motifs for RNA-RNA
and RNA-protein interactions, important for IRES activity. Our simulations capture transitions of the 4H junction between parallel
and antiparallel conformations. The interconversion is virtually barrier-free and occurs via a rotation between the axes of coax-
ially stacked helices with a transient perpendicular intermediate. We characterize this transition, with various interhelical orien-
tations, by pseudodihedral angle and interhelical distance measures. The high flexibility of the junction, as also demonstrated
experimentally, is suitable for IRES activity. Because foot-and-mouth disease virus IRES structure depends on long-range
interactions involving domain 3, the perpendicular intermediate, which maintains coaxial stacking of helices and thereby
consensus primary and secondary structure information, may be beneficial for guiding the overall organization of the RNA
system in domain 3.
INTRODUCTION
Many exciting recent discoveries have transformed our
understanding of RNA molecules far beyond the means of
information transfer and protein synthesis (1–5). To perform
specific biological functions, RNA molecules adopt well-
defined three-dimensional (3D) structures in the cell
(6–8). These 3D structures are formed by basic secondary
structural elements like helices, hairpins, bulges, internal
loops, and junctions. Although simple secondary structural
elements such as hairpins and internal loops are well studied
(9), our current understanding of complex RNA junctions is
limited mainly due to their structural complexity and
involvement in intricate long-range interactions.

An RNA junction serves as a hub for different double-
stranded helical arms (10). Junctions are ubiquitous to spe-
cies from small RNAs such as riboswitches, transfer RNAs,
and hairpin ribozymes (11–13) to large ribosomal subunits
(14,15) and viral RNAs (16,17). RNA junctions play crucial
roles in RNA folding, serving as guides to the overall assem-
bly of RNA molecules (18). Correspondingly, the structural,
energetic, and dynamic aspects of junction motifs are
important for our understanding on functional perspective
of complex RNAs.
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A growing amount of RNA structural data, obtained
mainly from x-ray crystallography and NMR, has offered
an exceptional opportunity to classify and explore structural
properties of RNA junctions. The first nomenclature for
nucleic acids classification of junctions was proposed by
Lilley et al. (10) based on the number of helices and of
connecting nucleotides at the branch point. Lescoute and
Westhof (19) compiled and analyzed the 3-way junctions,
classifying the topologies into three different families and
formulating the rules of coaxial helical stacking formation;
the coaxial stacking of helices is a common structural
feature of the RNA junctions that maximizes base stacking.
Laing et al. (20,21) extended the topology classification and
analysis to study 4-way and higher-order junctions,
grouping 4-way junctions into nine families based on coax-
ial stacking formation and overall helical arrangements.
Bindewald et al. (22) developed the RNAJunction database,
which provides several thousands of solved RNA junctions
with detailed structural annotation. All these analyses, how-
ever, provide limited insights into the dynamic properties of
RNA junctions.

Indeed, RNA junctions are dynamic structural entities,
capable of undergoing conformational transitions. A prom-
inent example is the 4-way RNA junction of hepatitis C
virus (HCV) internal ribosome entry site (IRES), a spe-
cific RNA structure for internal translation initiation. The
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junction in HCV IRES is important in the overall IRES
structure conformation. Two different conformations of
the RNA junction were reported—parallel and antiparallel
structures—by both crystallography and single-particle
cryo-electron microscopy techniques (16,23). Later, Lilley
et al. (24) studied the IRES RNA junction using comparative
gel electrophoresis and fluorescence resonance energy
transfer and showed that two different conformations can
interconvert via continuous transitions (see Fig. 1 C).

Such dynamic characteristics of 4-way junctions often
have functional significance. For example, the 4-way junc-
tion in U1 snRNA plays a crucial role in organizing the
whole RNA molecule via RNA-RNA interactions (25,26);
the junction in the hairpin ribozyme forms a catalytic site
for the RNA self-cleavage reaction (27); and the junctions
in viral mRNAs are essential for translating the maturation
protein-encoding gene (28). All these 4-way junctions
contain fully base paired four helical arms with no addi-
tional nucleotides at the point of strand exchange, an archi-
tecture termed 4H junction (10) (Fig. 1), also known as a
Holiday junction in DNA (29).

These 4H junctions in RNA molecules exhibit similar
coaxial stacking patterns as in DNA; however, they differ
FIGURE 1 A fully base paired 4-way junction with possible conformations. (

paired 4-way junction (4H junction) in the inset. (B) Secondary structure of the 4

iment. (C) A possible pathway of the 4H junction that can interconvert between p

alternative stacked conformers. (D) 3D models of the parallel, antiparallel, and a

go online.
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in global structure depending on the local sequence content
at the branch point and the ionic strength. For example, 4H
DNA junctions require metal ions for a compact fold by
coaxially stacked helices and have a strong preference for
antiparallel conformations. 4H RNA junctions, however,
appear to fold by pairwise coaxial stacking of helices in
the absence of metal ions (13,25,30) and are known to fluc-
tuate between multiple conformations during the search for
the most stable native structure (24,31–33). The conforma-
tional states of 4H RNA junctions consist of different helical
stacking conformers with either parallel (AB, CD or AD,
CB) or antiparallel (AB, DC, or AD, BC) arrangements
(Fig. 1) (32). Although the mechanism of interconversion
is not fully understood, the experimental data suggest two
possibilities. One intermediate involves a helical rearrange-
ment by (partial) unstacking of the helices, and another pos-
sibility is a rotation between helical axes while maintaining
the stacked conformers intact (32).

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a well-estab-
lished method to investigate structural properties of bio-
molecules at an atomic level. Previous modeling and
dynamics studies of large RNAs with junctions include
riboswitches to investigate conformational dynamics upon
A) Schematic representation of domain 3 in FMDV IRES with a fully base-

-way junction in domain 3, deduced from the RNA structure probing exper-

arallel and antiparallel conformations via a perpendicular intermediate with

perpendicular intermediate captured in this work. To see this figure in color,
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substrate binding (34–36), ribosomal subunits to explore dy-
namic properties with respect to the biological functions
(37,38), and viral RNAs to predict and characterize struc-
tural models (39,40). Domain 3 in foot-and-mouth disease
virus (FMDV) IRES is the largest structural element
containing multiple 4-way junctions. Its apical region, a
self-folding RNA molecule, directs adjacent stem loops
for correct RNA folding (41). Here, we investigate the
ambient fluctuations of a free 4H junction found in FMDV
IRES domain 3 (Fig. 1), by MD simulations. The sequence
of the 4H junction is highly conserved, implying that its
secondary structure is constrained under evolutionary pres-
sure to deliver important biological functions (40). Indeed,
the 4H junction provides potential binding motifs in helix
D for RNA-RNA and RNA-protein interactions, crucial
for IRES activity, involving the GNRA (N is any nucleo-
tides; R is A or G) tetraloop and polyC binding protein
(PCBP2), respectively (Fig. 2) (42). Thus, the dynamic
characteristics and folding pathways of this 4H junction
are important for understanding the junction’s role in the
folding and activity of domain 3.

Our simulations capture the transition dynamics and
folding pathway of this IRES-associated 4H junction in
domain 3. We observe a concerted, virtually barrier-free in
terms of the potential energy (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting
Material), transition from antiparallel (AD, BC) to perpen-
dicular (ADtBC), and from perpendicular (ADtBC) to
parallel (AD, CB) conformations, driven by a rotation be-
FIGURE 2 A secondary structure of domain 3 in FMDVC-S8 IRES. Three sys

length of 116 nt (A), 45 nt (B), and 34 nt (C). To see this figure in color, go on
tween axes of the coaxially stacked helices (Fig. 3). During
these interconversions, the pairwise coaxial stacking of
helices remains intact. Our captured transitions in the
MD trajectories exhibit various interhelical angles and
involve a perpendicular intermediate, less stable than the
two other conformations. Because the GNRA tetraloop-
receptor long-range interactions are important for the
folding of IRES, the transient perpendicular intermediate
connecting the parallel and antiparallel configurations may
be beneficial for overall IRES structure organization
because the maintained coaxial stacks may help direct
essential tertiary-contact formation.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

RNA target sequence and 3D structure modeling

Domain 3 of FMDV IRES is a self-assembling RNA that is 214 nt long.

Using the sequence and secondary structure of truncated domain 3 in

FMDV C-S8 IRES, we modeled 3D structures that include the 4H junction

with three different system sizes—34, 45, and 116 nt (Fig. 2)—following

the same modeling procedure described in our previous work (40).

In brief, we developed a computational divide-and-conquer strategy

for modeling candidate tertiary structures for the IRES RNA (40). We

began by modeling junction topology candidates and then built atomic

3D models consistent with available experimental data using MC-

Sym (43), which uses a fragment-based library to obtain all possible

RNA structures. Because fewer nucleotides between helices restrict the

structural flexibility yielding coaxially stacked helices, no constraints

were applied to yield stacked conformers. We modeled the 4H junction
tems of truncated domain 3 with different sizes are prepared with a sequence

line.
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FIGURE 3 Conformational change of the 4H

junction in FMDV IRES domain 3. While keeping

pairwise coaxial stacking of helical arms intact, a

transition from antiparallel or perpendicular to

parallel states (simulation name: Perp_34nt (A),

Perp_45nt (B), and Anti_116nt_2 (C)) was

observed, driven by a rotation between the helical

axes. To see this figure in color, go online.
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(G134,., G145, C224,., C249) by following the 50-to-30 direction without

and with hairpin loops in the helices B and D to produce two different

RNA systems (34 and 45 nt). To select final candidates corresponding

to the three different conformations (parallel, perpendicular, and antipar-

allel), we used a clustering analysis followed by a visual inspection of

representative structures from each cluster. We generated the remaining

structural elements (A146,.,U223), composed of a 4-way junction and a

helix (U172,.,A187), connected by a long bulge (A166,.,C171). Specif-

ically, the junction and helix were modeled separately by following the

50-to-30 direction, and then assembled via the long bulge. The large

RNA system (116 nt) was modeled by combining these two structural

entities—4H junction and the remaining structure—by imposing a dis-

tance constraint of 10 Å (between A180 and C232-G240 using C10 atoms)

for the GNRA tetraloop-receptor long-range interactions. Similar to the

previously mentioned smaller junction systems, final candidate structures

were selected based on a clustering analysis and visual inspection. See

Jung and Schlick (40) for full details.
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Junction systems

We prepared three different sets of RNA systems differing by sizes and

helical arrangements (Table 1 and Fig. 2). The first set, 34 nt, contains par-

allel (system name: Para_34nt), perpendicular (system name: Perp_34nt),

and antiparallel (system name: Anti_34nt) configurations. The second set,

45 nt, consists of parallel (system name: Para_45nt), perpendicular

(Perp_45nt), and antiparallel (system name: Anti_45nt) configurations.

The third set, 116 nt, includes parallel (system name: Para_116nt) and anti-

parallel (system name: Anti_116nt_1 and Anti_116nt_2) configurations

with different stacking conformers, either D with A or B with A.

The RNA systems in the first set are composed of four helical arms

without hairpin loops on helices B and D, whereas the second set con-

tains hairpin loops that may form loop-helix or loop-loop tertiary interac-

tions. The third set contains the 4H junction plus additional structural

elements that could establish tertiary contacts in various forms includ-

ing the long-range interactions involving the GNRA and RAAA motifs

(Fig. 2).



TABLE 1 List of simulations of 4H RNA junctions in FMDV IRES domain 3

Simulation name Size (nt) Starting structure configuration Force field

Trajectory

length (ns) Conformational change

Anti_34nt 34 Antiparallel (AB,DC) bsc0cOL3 92 No transition

Perp_34nt 34 Perpendicular (AD,BC) bsc0cOL3 40 Fluctuation between antiparallel and perpendicular, and

transition from perpendicular to parallel

Para_34nt 34 Parallel (AB,CD) bsc0cOL3 219 No transition

Anti_45nt 45 Antiparallel (AD,BC) bsc0cOL3 104 No transition

Perp_45nt 45 Perpendicular (AD,BC) bsc0cOL3 36 Transition from perpendicular to parallel

Para_45nt 45 Parallel (AD,BC) bsc0cOL3 30 No transition

Anti_116nt_1 116 Antiparallel (AB,DC) bsc0 100 No transition

Anti_116nt_2 116 Antiparallel (AD,BC) bsc0 100 Transition from antiparallel to perpendicular, and from

perpendicular to parallel

Para_116nt 116 Parallel (AB,CD) bsc0 100 No transition

The name of the simulated structure is based on the three different systems shown in Fig. 2.
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MD simulations

We solvated each systemwith the explicit TIP3P (44) water model in awater

box of dimension 10 Å on each side using tLeap from the AmberTools

package (45). Simulations were performed using the Amber parmbsc0 and

parmbsc0cOL3 force fields (46–49)with sodium ions to neutralize the system

charge.

The choice of a force field for RNA is often crucial to achieve meaningful

and reliable trajectories. We tested two latest Amber force fields, parmbsc0

and parmbsc0cOL3, for RNA—the latter representing an improved version

of parmbsc0 for c torsion angles. We found both force fields perform

equally well for our simulated systems, not exhibiting any c torsion angle

related problems (50,51). However, we observed a base pair disruption at

the helix end of B, formed by three base pairs without a hairpin loop, in

our smallest RNA systems (Anti_34nt (~54 ns) and Para_34nt (~195 ns)

in Table 1). This likely occurs because a helix composed of %3 base pairs

may be too small to maintain the overall structural stability corresponding

to the secondary structure.

We minimized each system in two steps, first over the water and ion mol-

ecules holding domain 3 fixed and, second, with all constraints removed.

The minimization was performed using the Powell conjugate gradient algo-

rithm (52). The initial equilibration was achieved over 60 ps at constant

temperature (300 K) and pressure (1 atm), respectively. Pressure was main-

tained at 1 atm using the Langevin piston method, with a piston period of

100 fs, damping constant of 50 fs, and piston temperature of 300 K.

Temperature coupling was enforced by velocity reassignment every 2 ps.

Both minimization and equilibration were performed using the NAMD

program (53).

For the production run, each system was simulated at constant tempera-

ture (300 K) and volume using weakly coupled Langevin dynamics of non-

hydrogen atoms, with a damping coefficient of c¼ 10 ps�1 with a 2-fs time

step maintaining bonds to all hydrogen atoms rigid. Nonbonded interactions

were truncated at 12 Å and 14 Å for van der Waals and electrostatic forces,

respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied, and the particle

mesh Ewald method was used to calculate electrostatic interactions.

All simulations using the NAMD package were run on the local clusters

at New York University and the IBM Blue Gene/L supercomputer at the

Computational Center for Nanotechnology Innovations (CCNI) based in

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, NY.
Principal component analysis (PCA)

To identify the most significant conformational degrees of freedom of a sys-

tem, dynamics trajectories of 4H junctions were analyzed using PCA (54).

PCA describes the overall dynamics of systems with collective essential

motion. The approach is based on the positional n� n (where n¼ 3� num-

ber of atoms N) covariance matrix, C, defined as
C ¼ �ðri � hriiÞ
�
rj �

�
rj
���

;

where ri and rj are position vectors of two atoms i and j in the fitted structure

and the angular brackets ðh:::iÞ denote the average over all sampled confor-

mations. By diagonalizing the covariance matrix C, the eigenvectors, V, and

their corresponding eigenvalues, l, are obtained defined as

VTCV ¼ L; or CVn ¼ lnVn;

where L is the diagonal matrix, diag ðl1; l2; :::; l3NÞ, with eigenvalues li
and n ¼ 1,2,.,3N.
To remove rotational and translational motions of the trajectory, we used

the least squares method to fit the trajectories to its initial configuration as a

reference structure. Each eigenvector Vn defines the direction of motion of

N atoms as an oscillation about the average structure hXi. The normalized

magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalue is a measure of the amplitudes

of motion along the eigenvector Vn as calculated by li=
P

ili and organized

in decreasing order. Thus,l1 represents the largest positional fluctuation and

ln the least.
RESULTS

Global dynamic motions of the 4H junction

The 4H junction in FMDV IRES domain 3 (Fig. 1) is defined
by the base sequence—C138, U139,., G149, C150,., G227,
U228,., G244, and G245—for the four helical arms at the
junction center. We label each helical arm by A through D
following the 50-to-30 direction that consists of canonical
Watson-Crick basepairs and three G-U wobble pairs
(Fig. 1). Our starting 3D models of parallel, perpendicular,
and antiparallel configurations contain pairwise coaxial
stacking of helical arms as all 4H junctions studied experi-
mentally (25).

The major folding pathway of the 4H junction suggested
by experimental data (31,32) involves fluctuations between
parallel and antiparallel configurations with two possible in-
termediates: one is via a helical rearrangement caused by
partial or full unstacking of the helices due to insufficient
cation binding to the junction; the other is via a rotation
between axes of two stacking conformers (Fig. 1 C).

In our collective dynamics data for nine different systems
(see Table 1), various helical arrangements of the junction
Biophysical Journal 106(2) 447–458
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including parallel, perpendicular, and antiparallel are
sampled. These conformations are all connected via a rota-
tion between coaxially stacked helices, which exhibits
various interhelical angles. Specifically, three simulated sys-
tems with different sizes of 34, 45, and 116 nt (simulation
name: Perp_34nt, Perp_45nt, and Anti_116nt_2 listed in
Table 1) exhibit such transitions within ~6 ns: Perp_34nt
shows fluctuation between antiparallel and perpendicular
configurations, and a transition of perpendicular to parallel
configurations followed by fluctuation between perpendic-
ular and parallel states; Perp_45nt exhibits a transition
from perpendicular to parallel conformations; and Anti_
116nt_2 fluctuates gradually from an antiparallel to a
perpendicular intermediate followed by a transition from
perpendicular to parallel states (Fig. 3).

The other six simulated systems remain in one conforma-
tion. The junctions are likely stabilized by coaxially stacked
helices or tertiary interactions. Namely, the systems of
Anti_34nt, Para_34nt, and Anti_45nt appear to be stabi-
lized by pairwise coaxial stacking, whereas Para_45nt,
Anti_116nt_1, and Para_116nt exhibit both coaxial stacking
and RNA-RNA tertiary interactions involving helices B and
D that restrain the junction. We analyze further the confor-
mational changes below.

Dominant motion captured by PCA

PCA of the dynamics trajectories of the 4H junction cap-
tures the dominant collective motion that occurs during
the conformational changes. The first four eigenvalues
(denote as PC1,., PC4) of the PCA capture 91% of the
overall motion: PC1, 65%; PC2, 20%; PC3, 4%; and PC4,
FIGURE 4 Major motions captured by PCA. PC1 and PC2 describe the global

to parallel forms and from perpendicular to parallel conformations, respectively

helices, respectively. To see this figure in color, go online.
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2%. Fig. 4 shows that PC1 characterizes the transition
of three different conformations (parallel, perpendicular,
and antiparallel) achieved by a rotation of one stacked
conformer against the other. PC2 describes a rotational
motion similar to the PC1, but characterizing only the tran-
sition between perpendicular and parallel states. PC3 and
PC4 capture local motions such as bending, stretching,
and twisting within the stacked helices.
Analysis of conformational changes using
various geometric measures

The leading dynamic motion of the 4H junction captured by
PCA involves a key rotational motion of helical axes. We
quantify this motion by following the rotational angle by
measuring the pseudodihedral angle describing the relative
orientation of residues—G137, G229, U226, and U140—
considering two base pairs at the interhelical interface
(Fig. 5 A), as well as interhelical distances using a pair of
these residues during the simulation time (see Fig. 6 A).

Assessment of conformational changes by a pseudodihedral
angle

We measure the pseudodihedral angle q, defined by the
phosphate backbone atoms of G137(P)-G229(P)-U226(P)-
U140(P) (Fig. 5 A), to illustrate the conformational change.
The three systems (Fig. 5, B–D), exhibit similar q dis-
tribution for the transition from perpendicular to parallel
configurations. All the systems sample the perpendicular
(q: 7–16�) and parallel (q: 55–60�) states. The system
Perp_34nt (Fig. 5 B) fluctuates between 35� and �15�
rotational motions of the 4H junction that transit structures from antiparallel

; PC3 and PC4 capture the local bending and stretching motions of stacked



FIGURE 5 Conformational changes of the 4H junction described by a pseudodihedral angle between coaxially stacked helices using phosphate backbone

atoms of the four residues G137, U140, U226, and G229 near the center of the 4-way junction. (A) Representative definition of a pseudodihedral angle q based on

the four residues (G137, U140, U226, and G229 illustrated as dark balls) near the point of strand exchange involving the interhelical orientation in 2D struc-

ture (left) and the angle q in the 3D structure (right). (B) The pseudodihedral angle sampled at every 20 ps over the 40 ns (Perp_34nt), 36 ns (Perp_45nt), and

100 ns (Anti_116nt_2) time course with some of the representative structures. To see this figure in color, go online.
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over the first 19 ns, sampling a few antiparallel configura-
tions followed by a rapid angle change from �15� to
�56� within ~6 ns (from 19 to 25 ns) and arriving at a par-
allel configuration (25 ns). The system samples the perpen-
dicular intermediate (27 ns) again and remains at the parallel
state over the next 10 ns. Perp_45nt (Fig. 5 C) fluctuates
with q between 12� and�27� over the first 15 ns, fluctuating
within a perpendicular state. Within the next 3 ns (from 15
to 18 ns), the system transitions from perpendicular to par-
allel states (18 ns) with the minimum q of�56� and remains
there over the next 18 ns. Anti_116nt_2 (Fig. 5 D) gradually
decreases during the antiparallel state from the maximum
value of 81� to 30� over the first 50 ns where the average
angle is 39.0 5 7.5�. Then, q decreases rapidly to �71�

over the next 18 ns (from 50 to 68 ns), exhibiting the confor-
mational change from antiparallel to parallel configurations
via a perpendicular intermediate; specifically, the system
arrives at the perpendicular state (63 ns), and transitions
from perpendicular to parallel states at 68 ns in ~5 ns. Dur-
ing the parallel conformation, the average q is �48.6 5
4.7�. Overall, the q distribution shows three distinctive re-
gions where two dominant states, parallel and antiparallel,
are bridged by the perpendicular intermediate of the 4H
junctions.

Assessment of conformational changes by interhelical
distances

In Fig. 6 we measure two interhelical distances d1 and d2
defined by the backbone atoms of G137(P)-U140(P) and
U226(P)-G229(P), respectively. Similar to the overall curve
Biophysical Journal 106(2) 447–458



FIGURE 6 Conformational changes of the 4H junction described by interhelical distance between coaxially stacked helices. (A) Representative definition

of the interhelical distances based on the four residues (G137, U140, U226, and G229 illustrated by dark balls) near the point of strand exchange in 2D (left)

and in 3D (right). (B) Interhelical distances sampled at every 20 ps over the 40 ns (Perp_34nt), 36 ns (Perp_45nt), and 100 ns (Anti_116nt_2) time course with

some representative structures around the rapid transition. To see this figure in color, go online.
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of pseudodihedral angle, d1 and d2 of the three systems
exhibit similar distances for the transition from perpendic-
ular (10–13 Å) to parallel (14–16 Å) configurations.
Perp_34nt (Fig. 6 B) shows that d2 converges to ~10 Å,
whereas d1 is stable at ~10 Å (19 ns). Both d1 and d2 in-
crease ~16 Å over the next 6 ns (19 to 25 ns). D2 only drops
~10 Å when the system samples again the perpendicular
state at ~28 ns. Perp_45nt (Fig. 6 C) shows some fluctua-
tions of d1 and d2 around 10 Å and 13 Å (15 ns), respec-
tively. Both d1 and d2 increase ~14 Å over the next 3 ns
(from 15 to 18 ns) and transit from perpendicular to parallel
configurations. Anti_116nt_2 (Fig. 6 D) shows that both
d1 and d2 decrease from ~16–17 Å to ~11 Å over the first
50 ns, within the antiparallel configuration. Both distances
then increase abruptly, reaching the maximum value of
16 Å over the next 18 ns. Interestingly, the d2 distance
rapidly decreases ~90 ns where we observe a tertiary inter-
action between B and D. Overall, the two interhelical
distances behave similarly, but with different degrees of
fluctuations.

Correlation between a pseudodihedral angle and interhelical
distances

The previous pseudodihedral angle and interhelical dis-
tances (Figs. 5 and 6) describe the global and local motions
with respect to the different conformational states. To
Biophysical Journal 106(2) 447–458
analyze these parameters’ contribution to the conforma-
tional changes, we examine the correlation between the
dihedral angle and interhelical distances in Fig. 7.

During the perpendicular state for ~19 ns, Perp_34nt
(Fig. 7 A) also samples a few antiparallel states. Although
both d1 and d2 converge to ~10 Å, q fluctuates between
35� and �15�. When q decreases from �15� to �56�

and both d1 and d2 increase ~16 Å, a transition occurs
from perpendicular to parallel configurations within
~6 ns. Perp_45nt (Fig. 7 B) fluctuates during the perpendic-
ular state (15 ns) with q between 12� and �27�, and d1
and d2 each around 10 Å and 13 Å. With the decrease of
q from �27� to �56�, a transition occurs from perpendic-
ular to parallel configurations within ~6 ns, whereas both
d1 and d2 increase to ~16 Å. During the antiparallel
conformation, which lasts for ~50 ns, both d1 and d2 of
Anti_116nt_2 (Fig. 7 C) arrive at a local minima of
~11Å, whereas q gradually decreases to ~30�. From 30�

to �30�, a rapid transition occurs from antiparallel to
perpendicular states over 13 ns, whereas both d1 and d2
gradually increase. When q is between �30� and �71�,
the system achieves the parallel conformation with a
maximum distance of ~16–17Å. During the parallel state,
d2 fluctuates >d1 within the range of 7–18 Å and 10–
17 Å, respectively, showing a scattered distribution. Inter-
estingly, the overall trend of the correlated distribution



FIGURE 7 Overall distribution of the correlation between pseudodihedral angle and interhelical distances for the conformational change from perpendic-

ular (Perp_34nt and Perp_45nt) and antiparallel (Anti_116nt_2) to parallel. A relation between the dihedral angle and the distances U226(P)-G229(P) and

G137(P)-U140(P) for Perp_34nt (A), Perp_45nt (B), and Anti_116nt_2 (C) is highlighted with solid gray boxes for these events (parallel, perpendicular,

and antiparallel configurations). To see this figure in color, go online.
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for q versus d1 and d2 are similar. The difference at the
parallel state of q versus d2 is due to the tertiary contact
between B and D, initiated at ~90 ns.

Flexibility of terminal basepairs at the core of the 4H junction

All basepairs in the 4H junction are involved with base pair-
ing and stacking interactions, between complementary
strands and between adjacent bases, respectively. For
example, these interactions contribute significantly to
RNA structure stability by forming coaxial helical stacks.
Previously, a disruption of base stacking in the connecting
(or interhelical) residues at the center of a RNA-DNA
hybrid 4H junction was noted as responsible for achieving
a different conformational state (33). Thus, we next analyze
these base pairing and stacking interactions at the core of
our 4H junction to assess their involvement with the confor-
mational change from antiparallel to parallel configurations
(Anti_116nt_2).

First, we measure distances of the base pairs at the helix
ends—C138-G245, U139-G150, C151-G227, and U228-G244—
around the junction center (or branch point) by considering
nitrogen and oxygen atoms (Fig. S2). The four terminal
basepairs consist of a pair of G-C and G-U bases. The
latter (G-U) is thermodynamically less stable than the
former (G-C). Fig. S2 shows that G-C basepairs in A and
C remain highly stable with the average distance of
2.82 5 0.07Å, whereas G-U wooble basepairs in B and
D exhibit small fluctuations with average distances of
2.89 5 0.12Å and 2.85 5 0.09Å, respectively. In partic-
ular, fluctuations of the G-U basepair in D indicate that
the hydrogen bonds are temporarily disrupted, affecting
the basepairing and overall flexibility. All four basepairs
maintain well the hydrogen bonds over the time course
of the simulation.

Second, we measure in Fig. S3 base stacking interactions
for the two nonconsecutive bases C138-U228 and U139-G227

between AD and BC, respectively. To consider base stack-
ing interactions, we use geometric criteria of a distance
(%5.5 Å) and angle (%30�) between these bases. Overall,
the base stacking interactions are well maintained, with
only temporary disruption during the antiparallel state. In
particular, the base stacking interactions remain stable
during the fast transition, from perpendicular to parallel
configurations.
Biophysical Journal 106(2) 447–458
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DISCUSSION

RNA junctions are the largest secondary structural element
or motif found in diverse RNAmolecules. They are structur-
ally and functionally important, playing central roles in
RNA folding. The 4H junction we examine here is the
simplest type of a 4-way junction that contains fully base-
paired helices often found in self-assembling molecules
such as the hairpin ribozyme (27) and viral mRNAs (28).
The junction’s overall shape contributes significantly to bio-
logical functions (e.g., splicing, catalyzing, and translation
initiation).

In general, 4H junctions in nucleic acids adopt well-
defined helical arrangements that guide the overall fold
via coaxial stacking interactions (55). The overall confor-
mation of both 4H DNA and RNA junctions depends on
the ion concentration. Although 4H DNA junctions reveal
a preference for antiparallel conformations, 4H RNA junc-
tions can adopt both parallel and antiparallel states. Gel
electrophoresis and (single-molecule) fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer have suggested two possible pathways
between parallel and antiparallel configurations: 1), a transi-
tion via a helical rearrangement by disrupting coaxial helical
stacking; 2), a transition driven by a rotation at the center of
the junction that maintains the coaxial stacks.

Using MD simulations, we have explored structural prop-
erties of the 4H junction, taken from FMDV IRES domain 3.
This 4H junction brings together the distant RNA-RNA seg-
ments that play crucial roles in the structural stability and
organization of the entire domain 3, which in turn affects
IRES activity. Thus, assembly of the 4H RNA junction is
a prerequisite for establishing the folded 3D structure of
domain 3 and thus enabling the initiation mechanism of
translation in FMDV IRES. Our studies suggest that both
parallel and antiparallel configurations of the 4H junc-
tion are sampled, with a virtually barrier-free transition
(Fig. S1) between them as deduced experimentally (32).
The transition between parallel and antiparallel conforma-
tions occurs via a perpendicular intermediate that maintains
the coaxial stacks (Fig. 1). Because the GNRA motif inter-
acts with the helix D in the 4H junction, a transition that
offers various stable configurations via pairwise coaxial
stacking of helices is beneficial to initiate the long-range
RNA-RNA interactions. Still, we cannot exclude other path-
ways for the transition.

Analysis of the principal motions indicates that both
global and local motions contribute to the previous confor-
mational exchanges. The first two largest PCs capture 85%
of the dominant motion and characterize the transition be-
tween parallel and antiparallel via perpendicular states
involving a rotation. The third and fourth largest PCs, in
total of 6%, capture local motions within stacked helices
(e.g., bending, stretching, and twisting). These motions are
described by interhelical residues connecting the two coax-
ial stacking helices (Fig. 5 A and Fig. 6 A). Specifically,
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analysis of interhelical distances and pseudodihedral angles
help organize the conformations into antiparallel, parallel,
and perpendicular states and reveal the transience of the
transition state. The polymorphic nature of the 4H junction
without added cofactors is well appreciated in the literature
(24,32) and thought to be advantageous for IRES’s versatile
functions. Thus, a modular structural platform that is easily
adjusted by the binding of the molecular cofactors suits this
large RNA for its complex activity.

The alternative suggested interconversion via a helical re-
arrangement, including a cruciform intermediate triggered
by reduced cation binding at the junction domain, was
not observed in our equilibrium trajectories within the
30–100 ns timescale, neutralized by Naþ ions; the pairwise
coaxial stacks of helices remain intact due to effective
screening of the strong Coulomb repulsion between RNA
junction domains. It is important to note that simulations
of RNA structures may be sensitive to ionic conditions
in the sense that different conditions may favor certain
folds. Indeed, previous molecular simulations on RNA sys-
tems have shown that different results were achieved using
net-neutralizing Kþ cations on one hand versus excess Kþ

cations on the other (56); however, no difference was
observed when Naþ cations were applied using different
ionic concentrations (e.g., net-neutralizing Naþ versus 0.2
and 0.35 M excess salt) (37,57,58). In addition, state-of-
the-art nucleic acids force fields for MD simulations
describe well-monovalent ions and solute-solvent interac-
tions, but not divalent ions (59). Progress continues on these
fronts.

The perpendicular intermediate, in particular, may be
advantageous for directing further long-range RNA-RNA
interactions via the GNRA or RAAA motifs because it pro-
vides a rapid transition that can potentially accelerate
assembly of interactions with a possible binding site in the
4H junction. It is possible that although one of the coaxially
stacked helices is occupied in tertiary interactions in the
perpendicular orientation, the other stacked conformer con-
tinues to explore conformational space to find its tertiary
interaction partner for further stabilization. Ultimately, we
envision that inter- and intramolecular RNA-RNA interac-
tions, possibly involving the hairpin loops in helices B
and D, are required to anchor the 4H junction in either the
parallel or antiparallel conformation.
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Figure S1. Total energy of the three different systems―Perp_34nt (A), Perp_45nt (B), and 

Anti_116nt_2 (C)―that exhibit conformational changes. The red line shows an average value 

sampled at every 200 ps.  
 
 
 

 

Figure S2. Distances of heavy atoms in terminal base pairs at the center of the 4H junction. 

While the distances of G-C base pairs in A (lower left) and C (upper right) are highly stable, the 

distances of G-U base pairs in B (lower right) and D (upper left) exhibit some fluctuations.  

 

 



 

Figure S3. Base stacking interactions assessed by several measures. (A) Base-base distances less 

than or equal to 5.5 Angstroms. (B) An angle between adjacent bases lower than or equal to 30 

degrees. (C) Base stacking interaction satisfying the distance and angle criteria above.   
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